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railroad to the ring of fire
Krech Ojard has been hired by Canada Chrome Corporation to recommend
a route and to produce a feasibility study for a 210 mile (338km) rail
line in Northwestern Ontario, Canada. The rail line will haul chromite
ore from the proposed Big Daddy open pit mine located in the “Ring
of Fire” to a processing and distribution plant in Southern Ontario.
The Ring of Fire is a massive region in Northern Ontario where palladium,
platinum, nickel, diamonds and gold will be mined.
The Big Daddy mine is located near the McFaulds Lake
area, but it will not be mined for gold. Big Daddy will
be mined for chromite. Chromite is processed to make
chromium, which is used to put the “the stainless” in
stainless steel.
The Ring of Fire has the potential to become
one of the world’s leading suppliers of
chromite, competing with South Africa, which
has seventy percent of the world’s chromite
reserves. Studies predict that there is enough
chromite in the Ring of Fire to keep mines operating there for over fifty
years. Krech Ojard’s involvement is just the beginning of that process.

The Railroad

Krech Ojard evaluated several potential
routes for the railroad line. The northern
most point of the recommended route
begins roughly 150 miles (241km) south of
Hudson Bay in Canada at the Ring of Fire.
For about two-thirds of its route, the line
runs south across the bogs of the Lowlands.
Krech Ojard identified a series of glacial
features revealing long winding ridges of
stratified sand and gravel. The features
offer the potential of isolated sand and
gravel borrow pits in proximity to the route.
The last section of the route traverses dense
forests, numerous lakes and rough terrain
utilizing logging roads for 35 miles (56km)
to the southern terminus near Nakina.

Digging In
D

Images of the area began to trickle
through the Krech Ojard office; as
did stories of the temporary camp life
required in an area so far off of the
beaten path.

The railroad that Krech Ojard is helping
to design for Canada Chrome Corp. is
planned to haul high-grade chromite
ore down a southern path to Nakina,
Ontario. Four million tons of the ore could
be carried from the world class chromite
deposit through the province each year.
The rail line becomes the life giving artery
of the mine by connecting the production pit
with the crushing and concentrator facilities.
In addition, it will be utilized to transport
heavy equipment and supplies to the mine.
On the opposite end of the rail line from the
mine would be a connection to the existing
CN Rail main line near Nakina, Canada
roughly 200 miles north-east of Thunder
Bay. Transporting material from there
is almost limitless.

GIS – Geographic Information System mapping sample of the railroad path showing contour lines,
drill locations, public/private boundaries, 3D elevations, environmental data and much more.

Eighty-nine (89) water crossings have
been identified. Many culverts, singlespan bridges and the larger rivers
requiring multiple-span bridges are being
studied. The Little Current, Albany River,
and the Attawapiskat crossings range
from 550 ft (168m) to 1250 ft (381m).

Krech Ojard Engineers
began the project with
initial flights by plane and
helicopter to visualize and
survey the scope of the
proposed railway.

Based out of Northern Minnesota,
Krech Ojard personnel are
acutely accustomed to northern
environments. Even so, the vastness
of Ontario’s forests, miles of streams
and rivers, and northern terrain
still takes the breath away.
Project location, length, and general
lack of typical access made traditional
ground survey impractical by itself.
Consequently, a combination of field
survey, geotechnical and geologic site
reviews, high-resolution color digital
photography, LIDAR imaging, and
soil drilling data was combined with
other Geographic Information System
(GIS) sources. This combination of
data became a
comprehensive,
geometric, route
plan model
including plan,
profile and
cross sections.
The models
incorporate
private and
public data,
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of 30 feet. Each sample was bagged,
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such as model-generated
elevation contours, park
reserves, place names,
boundaries, environmental
values, geologic data,
satellite imagery, local
vegetation and much more.
Using this comprehensive
data collection system,
questions pertaining to the project,
anywhere along the path of the
railroad line, can be answered at
a moments notice.
Krech Ojard arranged for an aerial
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
survey. LIDAR scanning enables the
team of professionals working on
this project to view three dimensional
imaging of the path, surrounding
terrain, vegetation and more. LIDAR
enabled accuracy on imaging
tools showing details on a one
kilometer wide path at .15 meters
per pixel and compared that to the
baseline resolution of 15 meters per
pixel offered by Google Earth.

By
B December, that
data
had entered
d
the
GIS planning
t
process.
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and stationary drill rigs. The stationary
drill rigs are dismantled and moved
by helicopter. The mobile drill rigs are
mounted to tracked vehicles that are able
to traverse the varied terrain. The drills
are hollow-stem augers for collecting soil
and rock core samples, and for measuring
soil strength at varied depths.

In the coming months, Krech Ojard and
other team members such as TKDA,
SRF Consulting Group, and Prowest
A program of
will continue with the refinement of the
geotechnical
g
route, GIS development, supporting the
drilling
began
d
process of consultation with cultural
earlier
this past
e
groups and communities regarding the
winter,
and
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impact of the rail line, environmental
will extend through April of 2010. The
permitting, archeological studies, field
program will conduct subsurface sampling program planning, and geotechnical
for the engineering properties of the soils, drilling. Ongoing work focuses
to delineate areas of permafrost, and to
on preliminary structural design,
measure groundwater.
hydrographic and hydraulic studies, cost
estimates, feasibility reports, and the
Canada Chrome Corp., Krech Ojard, and concept level construction schedule.
Golder Associates have been progressing
with the geotechnical drilling program
As a piece in this process, Krech Ojard is
over the winter, utilizing both mobile
helping to shape an addition to Ontario’s
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O
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that
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murphy oil – railroad track and civil engineering
Krech Ojard was contacted by Murphy Oil USA to assist them with developing a plan
to ship their High Sulfur Diesel product by rail in large tank cars at their facility in
Superior, Wisconsin.
Ultimately the project evolved to encompass 7600’ of new track and a spill catchment
and underground containment system at the loading facility.
The project reconﬁgured some of the existing railroad tracks, and Krech Ojard
developed a construction staging plan that allowed full use of the existing tracks until
the time that the new tracks could come into service. Additionally, since the new
conﬁguration affected the way that BNSF Railway services the facility, Krech Ojard
coordinated with BNSF Operations to enhance serviceability of the new facility.
Krech Ojard also provided construction administration services, construction surveying
and staking, and prepared and solicited proposals for all switching and car handling
at the new facility for Murphy Oil.

Above: Northern Plains Railroad now works with Murphy Oil to keep
tankers full at this high-sulfur diesel, railcar loading rack.

Krech Ojard’s sister company, North Shore Track, was low bidder on the project and
was awarded the contract. North Shore Track’s scope of work for construction was
extensive. Over the course of this 2009 project, NST constructed 5 new tracks,
6 new switches and relocated 700 feet of existing trackage.

Project construction also included the following:
o Clearing and grubbing of 2 acres of land
o 10,000 cubic yards of excavation earthwork
o Installation of:
s 22,000 square yards of geotextile fabric
s   CUBIC YARDS OF SAND SUBBASE
s   CUBIC YARDS OF GRAVEL SUBBALLAST
s   tons of track ballast
s   TRACK TIES AND  SWITCH TIES
s 5,800 feet of 115# rail
s 3 track derails
s  FEET OF ROAD CROSSING SURFACES
s  LINEAR FEET OF CONCRETE CULVERT PIPE
The loading rack fills both rail and truck tankers.

koa on gsa
KOA Now Has The Ability
To Better Connect With
Our Ever Growing Group
of Federal Clients.
On June 25, 2009 Krech Ojard &
Associates, P.A. was awarded a GSA,
(U.S. General Ser vices Administration) Federal
Supply Schedule contract. Under this
Schedule Contract, KOA is authorized to
supply Professional Engineering Services
( PES) through SIN (s) 1, 2, and 7.
What is a SIN number?
SIN stands for Special Item Number.
GSA uses Special Item Numbers as a
way to break out complex services such
as those offered under the broad title
of Professional Engineering. Think of a
SIN to be similar to a catalog number
assigned to a product. It is important to
note that a related numbering system is
applied to overall categories as well. For
example Professional Engineering Services
(PES) is given the number 871, referred to
by GSA as the category number.
The PES/SIN combinations that are
listed in KOA’s GSA Federal Supply
Schedule contract are:
871 1 – Strategic Planning for
Technology Programs/Activities
871 2 – Concept Development and
Requirements Analysis
871 7 – Construction Management

services
“Obtaining
from KrechOjard
is now easier than
ever before!

”

Who Can Order KOA Services
from the GSA Schedule
Contract?
The following agencies and
organizations can use the KOA GSA
Schedule Contract:
s !LL MILITAR YCIVILIAN FEDERAL AGENCIES
s !LL EXECUTIVE LEGISLATIVE AND
judicial branches of the government
s -IXED OWNERSHIP GOVERNMENT
corporations, as defined by the
Government Corporation Act
s /THER ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
authorized by statute of regulation
to use GSA as a source of supply
For additional information regarding
+/!S PRE QUALIlED 0%33). COMBINATIONS
or to order our services directly, please
visit w w w.gsaadvant age.gov and
search contract number GS-10F-0243V
or contact a member of our GSA
Contract Management team listed below.

What Are the Advantages of
Using the GSA Schedule?
For federal clients the GSA Federal Supply
Schedule Program makes it easier to
purchase commercial services. Under this
program GSA has entered into contract
with KOA to provide various services to
any agency of the federal government.
Because the procurement process has
already been streamlined – capabilities
have been reviewed, rates have
been negotiated, and KOA has been
prequalified – all a federal client must do
is place an order directly with and receive
services directly from KOA. Federal
clients therefore can significantly reduce
the funding and time necessary to obtain
services. Finally the relationship between
KOA and our federal clients is a direct
one – our clients attain a quality end
product delivered on time, within budget
and always through superior service.

GSA CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
Katie Jasek
(715) 552.7374 ext.110
katie.jasek@krechojard.com

GSA CONTRACT MANAGER
David Gillson
(651) 269.2046
david.gillson@krechojard.com

“This advertisement is neither paid for nor sponsored,
in whole or in part, by any element of the
United States Government.”
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functional community
y art
Three employees at Krech Ojard have contributed to functional art
in Downtown Duluth.
In downtown Duluth, whether biking for leisure, transportation or exercise, you
may notice a number of uniquely designed bike racks in popular public areas.
This past winter, Twin Ports Pathways requested submissions for seven bike racks
to be designed and installed in Downtown Duluth. Will Adams, Kris Pederson
and Andrew Saur submitted designs, and all three were accepted.
Will Adams’ bike rack design is
a representation of an ore ship,
the likes of which can be seen
almost every day entering or
leaving Duluth’s harbor. Adams
states, “I believe that both
pedestrian and bicycle traffic
would be amused by this playful
land-based reflection of the ships
they see on Lake Superior.” The
bike rack is designed to be built
from galvanized steel, which will
make it both durable as well as
structurally sound. This design will
hold many different sizes of bicycles.
His bike rack is installed in the Grandma’s Saloon parking lot near Duluth’s
well known Aerial Lift Bridge.
K Pederson designed a bike rack
Kris
A A lSH LEAPING OUT OF THE WATER
AS
“
“Originally
I’m from the Brainerd Lakes
A
Area
where woods, water, and nature
h
have
been a signiﬁcant part of my
l
life.
As a result, I turn to nature for the
i
inspiration
in my work and this became
t
the
inspiration for my design of the ‘ﬁsh
r
rack’.
Nature is everything that is true
a
and
if you stay close to it, it will stay
c
close
to you.” Pederson says. His bike
r
rack
is installed near the entrance of
t
the
Duluth Public Library.
Andrew Saur designed a Viking ship bike stand. “The Viking ship has a cultural
signiﬁcance in our community. Many of our ancestors, neighbors and friends
have Nordic blood ﬂowing through our veins. The Vikings sailed these amazing
ships on journeys of exploration. It was the perfect transportation at the time. I
would like to honor these explorers
by creating this modern steel
ship sculpture as a place for our
modern transportation vehicles.”
The Viking ship is situated on
Duluth’s busy Lakewalk, near
Fitger’s, on the shores of Lake
Superior. The ship looks out to the
vastness of the inland sea, with the
dragon head pointing northeast
towards Scandinavia. This ship
is constructed out of steel and
IS lNISHED WITH A METALLIC SILVER
powder coat and up to eight bikes
can be placed into the ribs
of the ship at one time.
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Krech Ojard and Associates
was invited by Builders
Commonwealth to assist them
with this monumental endeavor.
Our initial task was to conduct
a survey of the propert y to map
out site features and propert y
boundaries. Because the family
was unaware of their selection
for the show, we were only
e
allowed three hours to survey the
propert y while the family was
away one evening. The survey
of the propert y served as the
basis for the developing the site
plan and placement of the new
house. After the house plan was
developed, the structural group
met with Builder’s Commonwealth
to design the structural foundation
plan and framing details for the
home. We also helped create a
complete set of panelized wall
shop drawings for all the walls,
which were built in the shop
BEFORE GROUND BREAKING ON THE
home. We specified the rebar
and mix design for Ty’s “special
project.” And we designed the
foundation for the wind turbine.
During construction, Krech Ojard
also provided construction
surveying and staking for the new
house foundation, driveways,
and septic system.
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We
W were a partt off the
th
h meetings
ti
with the Extreme House team
when discussing the at ypical
concrete mix design. The
concrete mix needed to have
AN EXTREMELY FAST SETTING TIME
construction workers were setting
wall panels on the slab within 4
hours of pouring it. And after 18
hours, the roof of the house was
already in place.
Structural Engineer Sara Ojard
said, “It was a unique experience
of a very large group of people
with a single focus to create a home
for a family that needed one. The
construction site was unlike any other
- more of a carnival atmosphere than
a job site. I don’t think that I’ll be
able to get ‘Whole Foods’ granola
and ‘Red Mug’ coffee at my next
structural observation.“

Civil Engineer Pete Marthaler
added: “It was very exciting
being involved with a project
with such an ambitious
schedule, which resulted
in nearly all work involving
the project to take on an
‘URGENT’ status because
we didn’t want to cause
the project to fall behind
schedule.”
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Krech
Ojard Staff
with Extreme Makeover Cast
Nathaniel Wilkinson, Scott Stempihar,
Executive Producer Conrad Ricketts,
Carpenter John Littlefield & Sara Ojard
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